Numerical prediction of the flow structure inside components of industrial glass furnace systems
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Abstract: - An important aspect in the glass production industry is related to the heat recovery of the combustion gases. It is usually obtained throughout the use of well-tested technologies, such as regenerative towers with refractory material. For an effective heat recovery, a good distribution of the flow rate at the entrance of the chambers is crucial. The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) allows the detailed analysis of the gas evolution during the process; the same would be impractical with experimental measurements, due to prohibitive ambient local conditions. The CFD approach during the design phase typically considers CAD geometries without the level of details related to technological features of the actual installed configuration (i.e. sharp edges vs rounded edges). A brand new built furnace has blunt edges in every connection between 3D walls of refractory blocks. The above edges will be rounded by the erosion-corrosion process due to the harsh chemical/mechanical/thermal environmental conditions inside the plant components (i.e. regenerative chambers, connecting ducts, furnace). The purpose of this work is to evaluate the influence of the geometrical details of the CAD (with focus on the edges connecting adjacent walls), due to technological or erosion aspects, on the flow structure in the furnace components.
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1 Introduction

Glass is a strategic material for modern society and this is the reason why the glass industry is recently in full expansion. However, this sector involves enormous energy consumption and produces high quantities of pollutants such as CO2, CO, NOx, etc. For these reasons, heat recovery from flue gases is essential to optimize the energy consumption and to limit the environmental impact. A widely used strategy involves the use of regenerative towers in refractory material. They allow to recover a large amount of the heat coming from the hot gases that leave the furnace at about 1400 °C and are discharged at a final temperature in the atmosphere of about 450 °C. The heat is used to preheat the combustion air. This system, which stems from an 1850 patent, has been studied both experimentally and numerically [1-3] to demonstrate its high efficiency in heat recovery. In recent years, research has been oriented towards the development of innovative systems for the further recovery of heat from exhaust gases such as the preheating system of raw material [4], as well as the study of gas recirculation techniques to reduce NOx pollutant emissions [5-6-7-8].

In order to achieve a good effectiveness of the regenerative heat recovery system, it is necessary to provide a uniform flow distribution into the system starting from the chambers entrance [5-8].

In a new furnace configuration or in the exhaust configuration before demolition, it can be observed that the connection between walls is far from a sharp edge but there are blunt edges in the new furnaces and rounded edges in the eroded configuration. In Figure 1 two images of the same furnace in new conditions (left) and before demolition (right) are reported as a sample case of the actual technological conditions of the system. The above situation will certainly affect the flow solution details from the CFD analysis with respect to the reference “ideal” case of a CAD design.

Fig.1. Glass furnace in new conditions (left) and before demolition (right)
The CFD approach has proven to be an effective tool for flow simulation inside components of industrial systems [5-8] and also enhanced CFD approaches with specific models for gas emissivity [6] and real gas effects [9] have been developed, especially for heat transfer or combustion applications. The paper is aimed at verifying the effects of the geometrical details of the edges on the flow structure to understand if the standard CFD approach with sharp edges is actually representative of the flow structure and if the above geometrical details need to be taken into account into the CFD based design strategy for glass production plant components.

A numerical investigation on the impact of the geometry details on the flow modification has been performed with 2D analysis on the well known cases from literature of the Backward Facing Step (BFS) and the Forward Facing Step (FFS). After a preliminary set of simulations used to set and validate the numerical approach on the above reference cases [11-14], the geometry of the steps has been perturbed with the introduction of blunt or rounded edges. A detailed investigation on the turbulence closure has been conducted to understand its effect on flow recirculation extension prediction. The effects of blunt or rounded edges on flow recirculation extension have been investigated with the systematic application of the CFD model. The numerical approach has then been applied to a 3D configuration of a portion of the regenerative chamber with connecting duct (port neck) of a glass furnace to highlight the effects on the flow structure of the exhaust gases of blunt or rounded edges with respect to the reference case of sharp edges.

2 CFD model setup: backward and forward facing steps

In this section the attention is focused on the CFD approach set up in order to correctly simulate the reference cases of forward and backward facing steps. The analysis are aimed at the selection of the most appropriate turbulence closure and of the mesh type that will be applied to the 3D application to industrial components. The choice of the most suitable turbulence model for separation prediction was carried out by comparing three reference models, standard k-epsilon, k-epsilon realizable, k-omega SST, with data obtained from two literature references [15,16]. In the following the applications to the forward and backward cases are discussed separately. Unstructured meshes have been generated to discretize the domains using the commercial software Ansys ICEM CFD. All the simulations have been performed with the commercial code Ansys Fluent based on the finite volume method to numerically solve the RANS equations. Steady flow analysis have been performed. The velocity and the total temperature at the inlet and the outflow condition at the outlet were set as boundary conditions. The walls are viscous and the fluid has been considered as an incompressible ideal gas.

2.1 Backward Facing Step (BFS)

In this case the experimental data of the paper by Driver and Seegmiller [15] and the corresponding associated database [17] have been considered as references. The simulations were carried out with the same Reynolds number Re=36 000, referring to the height of the step h (eq.1), and maintaining the same geometric expansion ratio e, defined as the ratio between the H2 and H1 dimensions shown in the figure 2.

\[
Re_h = \frac{\rho U_0 h}{\mu} \quad (1)
\]

\[
e = \frac{H2}{H1} \quad (2)
\]

An unstructured mesh with wall y+ close to 1.0 is generated and a detail is shown in Fig. 3. The BFS is characterized by a large separation downstream of the step with the presence of a recirculation bubble (Fig.2). To best simulate the recirculation area, a comparison was performed between three different turbulence models for the reattachment length (Xr) of the separation, the velocity profiles and the tangential stress; the same sections where the experimental data are available for detailed comparison have been considered. The evaluation of the reattachment point for the separation bubble has been carried out using the trend of the skin friction coefficient Cf (eq.3) on the lower wall, after the step. Xr will correspond to the distance from the step where the Cf changes its sign from negative to positive. Fig. 4 shows the curves of Cf for the three numerical simulations and the experimental case. The numerical data for the Xr are reported in Table 1. The k-epsilon Realizable and k-omega SST are the models that best approximate the measured value of the experimental reattachment length. The former underestimates the value while the latter overestimates it. The trend of the standard k-epsilon, instead, significantly underestimates Xr.
Figure 2. Backward Facing Step

Figure 3. Unstructured mesh detail for the backward facing step

Figure 4. Cf trend on the lower wall as a function of $\frac{X}{h}$

Table 1. Reattachment lengths BFS case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbulence model</th>
<th>Reattachment length $(X_r/h)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental [15]</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-$\varepsilon$ standard</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-$\varepsilon$ Realizable</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-$\omega$ SST</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The position of the control sections for the vertical profiles is shown in Figure 5: inside the separation zone $(X/h = 2)$, in the area near the reattachment of the bubble $(X/h = 6)$ and in the area immediately downstream of it $(X/h = 7)$.

Figure 5. Control sections for BFS case

Figure 6. Dimensionless velocity profiles as a function of the $Y/h$ for the sections a) $X/h=2$ - b) $X/h=6$ - c) $X/h=7$.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of axial velocity profile distributions. Inside the separation zone (Fig. 6a) there is a good match between the results of the three simulations and the experimental case. In the other positions, Fig.6 b-c, the k-$\varepsilon$ standard is the model that best approximates the experimental data. In Fig.7 the tangential stress profiles (–uv) are compared and the standard k-epsilon model remains the least accurate with respect to the experimental data. The simulation results with the k-$\omega$ SST model, on the other hand, are significantly in better match in all sections.

It can be concluded that the turbulence model that gives the best compromise is the k-$\omega$ SST, even if in terms of mean flow field is not the most accurate.

2.1 Forward Facing Step (FFS)

Using the same geometry and mesh of the BFS case, the FFS was studied taking as reference data the paper by Hattori & Nagano [16]. It should be noted that in this case the reference data are from a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) simulation applied to the case of FFS and not from experimental investigation. The simulations were carried out at the same value of $Re = 3000$. 
Figure 7. Tangential stress profiles as a function of the \( Y/h \) for the sections a) \( X/h=2 \) - b) \( X/h=6 \) - c) \( X/h=7 \).

Figure 8. \( C_f \) trend on the lower wall as a function of \( X/h \).

Figure 9. Control sections FFS case

As shown in Fig. 9 the flow in this case is subject to two separation zones: before the step and after the step. Three control sections, shown in Fig.9, have been considered in analogy to the previous case. The evaluation criteria of the turbulence model are the same as in the previous case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbulence closure</th>
<th>Reattachment point (X/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNS [16]</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k-\epsilon ) standard</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k-\epsilon ) realizable</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k-\omega ) SST</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Dimensionless velocity profiles as a function of \( Y/h \) for the sections a) \( X/h=1.0 \) - b) \( X/h=1.5 \) - c) \( X/h=2.0 \).

The comparison of the Skin friction factor (\( C_f \)) is used to estimate the extent of the recirculation zone. Figure 8 represents the trend of \( C_f \) and highlights the DNS reattachment length compared to the simulation results. To identify the \( X_r \), the same principle used for the BFS case is adopted.

Table 2 shows the reattachment length values; it can be seen that both results of standard and Realizable \( k-\epsilon \) models are closer to the DNS. Regarding the SST model, it clearly overestimates the length. This could be explained by the limiting factor in the production of turbulent kinetic energy in the SST model that is too high: reducing \( k \) the flow reattaches further down. From the dimensionless velocity...
profiles of Figure 10, it can be noticed that inside the separation zone the results of the SST model are closer to the reference datum (Fig.10.a). However, in the other two sections, the simulations with the k-epsilon model, especially the Realizable, have a better match with the DNS. In the profile at $X/h = 2$ (Fig.10.c) the SST case is still strongly separated.

The difference between the models is also detected in the profiles of the tangential stress reported in Figure 11. The k-epsilon models are closer to the reference data from the DNS.

From the above detailed analysis for both reference cases it emerges that the k-epsilon Realizable model can be considered a good compromise solution for its accuracy with respect to the reference data both in terms of reattachment length, and of the mean flow field and turbulence quantities. It has been therefore selected for the analysis of the changes in the geometry of the edges.

3 Effects of blunt or rounded edges in the forward and backward facing steps on the recirculating flow reattachment length

In order to evaluate the effects on the separation extension of the flow at intersecting walls of rounding off the edges or making them blunt, a series of simulations has been performed for BFS and FFS with modified edges. Four geometries with blunt edges and other four geometries with rounded edges were evaluated starting from the reference case with sharp edge. In Fig.12 the rounded and blunt edge definition with respect to the sharp edge case is reported. From a given step $h$, the following ratios of $r/h$ for the rounded cases have been considered: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15; the corresponding cases with blunt configuration have been obtained from the rounded cases as defined in Fig.12. Unstructured meshes have been generated with the same criteria and parameters of the reference cases and the k-epsilon Realizable has been set. The same set of boundary conditions as for the reference cases have been used.

![Figure 12. Edge geometrical modifications](image)

The length of reattachment for the separation bubble in the BFS case are reported in Table 3 for both rounded and blunt cases. The above numerical data are shown in Figure 13 a) and b) for the blunt and rounded edge case respectively. It can be observed that increasing the rounding ratio ($r/h$) the separation zone is shortened, being the reattachment point closer to the edge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bending ratio ($r/h$)</th>
<th>Reattachment length blunt ($X_r/h$)</th>
<th>Reattachment length rounded ($X_r/h$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The blunt and the rounded cases have a different behaviour. With a blunt edge a saturation effect of the geometrical modification on the separation bubble is observed: the increase of the edge modification beyond a certain value ($r/h=0.10$) does not significantly affects the separation bubble extension.
With a corresponding rounded edge the above saturation effect is absent and the increase of the edge rounding off has a monotonic effect on the separation bubble reduction.

Figure 13. Reattachment length vs bending ratio r/h of the edge a) blunt – b) rounded – BFS case.

The same edge modifications have been adopted for the FFS case and the results for both blunt and rounded edges are reported in Table 4 for the separation reattachment length. The separation zone on the upper part of the edge (see Figure 8) is considered. The numerical data are shown in Figure 14 a) and b) for the blunt and rounded edge case respectively. As for the BFS case the blunt edge has a saturation effect on the separation extension and a monotonic trend is present with rounded edge. In this case it must be observed that with a value of r/h= 0.15 the separated zone is absent.

Table 4. Reattachment lengths for blunt and rounded edges – FFS case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bending ratio (r/h)</th>
<th>Reattachment length blunt (Xr/h)</th>
<th>Reattachment length rounded (Xr/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above results are very interesting because they highlight and quantify the effect of the edge modification on the flow structure; moreover, different behaviours for blunt or rounded cases are evident. The blunt edge is the situation that will be found in the new furnace system configuration (Figure 1 left) while rounded edges are to be expected after the erosion effects during furnace service (Figure 1 right). The local flow acceleration and related pressure gradient induced by the edge configuration determine the boundary layer evolution and its separation extension with the above overall effects. It can be argued that the flow structure inside the system components will change starting from the brand new installation to the geometrical layout after some year of continuous operation. In the following paragraph, the application of the above concepts is shown for a crucial part of the furnace thermal system: the top part of the regenerative chamber.

4 Effects of blunt or rounded edges on the flow structure in a 3D model of glass furnace regenerative system

The effects of modified edges on a real geometry of a regenerative chamber setup are investigated. The 3D model shown in Figure 15a is considered; it consists of the following sub-domains: portion of the combustion chamber, port neck (channel connecting the combustion chamber with the regenerative
tower), top of regenerative chamber, the checkers zone of the regenerative chamber (includes the bricks, made of refractory material, for the heat recovery process).

Figure 15. a) fluid domain - b) modified edges on the 3D geometry – c) reference brick

Also in this case the commercial Ansys Fluent software has been used for the simulations, with the same finite volume approach.

The so-called hot phase of the regenerative process is considered [6,8]: the exhaust gases from the combustion chamber enter the port neck and flow through the regenerative chamber to transfer their heat content to the refractory system (that will pre-heat the combustion air in the following “cold phase” of the regenerative process). A crucial design requirement for this system is the flow uniformity at the top surface of the checker domain in order to have a uniform distribution of gases through the regenerative part of the chamber. The geometrical details of the port neck and its connection edges to the other components affects the flow structure and the flow evolution to the top of the regenerative chamber. In the present exercise, the top part of the domain (Combustion Chamber, Port Neck and Top

Chamber) has been simulated in three different geometrical configurations with different edges layout: sharp, blunt, rounded. In Figure 15b a meridional section of the domain is shown where the edges under investigation are visible. The height h of the brick is considered to define the bending ratio r/h as for the analysis on the 2D cases. A ratio r/h=0.05 is used for blunt edges and r/h= 0.1 for rounded edges. Unstructured meshes have been generated for the top part of the domain. In the checker zone a regular structured mesh is used and the porous domain approach is setup to take into account both heat transfer and flow resistance effects due to the checkers assembly [5-8] In Figure 16 a section of the mesh is shown.

The thermal non-equilibrium model to simulate the heat transfer from the exhaust gases and the checkers in the porous domain has been used [7]. The Realizable k-epsilon turbulence model has been adopted as for the 2D analysis.

An operating point of 120 ton/day of glass production is considered for the furnace and the boundary conditions of exhaust gas massflow rate and temperature are set accordingly. The exhaust gases are a composition of ideal gases and the species transport model has been activated into the CFD simulation [5].

Figure 16. Mesh section for the regenerative chamber case

In Figure 17 the distributions of the velocity vectors on a longitudinal mid-section of the domain are shown for the three cases: a) sharp edges, b) blunt edges, c) rounded edges. The exhaust gases flow from left (combustion chamber outlet) to the right and enter the checkers zone (only a portion of the regenerative chamber is shown). Very different flow structures are observed. The sharp edges case is dominated by a massive recirculation zone that develops from the upper edge at the port neck inlet section; a strong jet if formed due to the massflow redistribution inside the port neck. In the blunt edges case a flow recirculation is still present at the upper
part of the port neck but it has been dramatically reduced by the edge configuration. The above separation is eliminated by the higher local flow speed in the rounded edges case.

In Figure 18 the flow inside the top chamber domain is shown and the typical structure is observed: the jet flow from the port neck impinges to the bottom wall of the regenerative chamber and forms a recirculating macro structure that feeds the downstream part of the chamber with the checkers. The change of the flow structure in the port neck has a direct impact on the flow distribution at the entrance of the checkers.

To assess the uniformity of the flow entering the checkers, the surface is divided into a set of macro cells where the flow data are averaged as a post processing from the CFD analysis (Figure 19).

![Figure 18. Flow structure inside the chamber](image)

Figure 18 shows the flow distributions for the different simulated cases at the top surface of the checkers domain. For every macro cell the massflow rate percentage with respect to the total mass flow entering the checkers is evaluated (eq.4).

$$m_{pc} = \frac{m_i}{m_{tot}} \times 100$$

In order to highlight the flow non-uniformity a parameter as the average standard deviation with respect to the mean value has been introduced (eq.5). The standard deviation of the local mass flow rate through the first checker layer is used to compare the different flow structures at the above control section. High values of standard deviation are evidence of bad local flow uniformity.
All the cases have a high value of deviation at the bottom surface due to the flow impingement from the port neck jet (Figure 18). An improved flow uniformity is observed in the blunt edges case (Figure 20b) with respect to the sharp edges case (Figure 20a). The blunt edge is the reference configuration for the actual furnace with brand new refractories (Figure 20a). The above results highlight that the CFD model with blunt edges can be considered more representative of the actual flow structure inside the system instead of the sharp edges case (standard simplified CFD approach). A significant flow non-uniformity is observed in the rounded edges case (Figure 20c) where local and average higher values of standard deviation for the mass flow distribution are obtained. This is due to the local acceleration of the flow at the rounded edge that has an impact on the flow structure; this is evident at the bottom wall (where a stronger jet impinges) and in the region close to the first part of the chamber. This model is representative of the system where corrosion effects are already evident; they cause a flow redistribution, with respect to the new configuration (blunt edges), with lower system performance due to the higher flow non-uniformity inside the chamber. The above effects will increase with the system aging.

5 Conclusion

A detailed 2D analysis on reference test cases from literature of BFS and FFS has been performed to set the CFD approach that is most accurate for recirculation zone prediction. Taking into account the intrinsic limits of the RANS approach and the steady analysis, the k-ε Realizable turbulence model was identified as the best compromise to obtain accurate results in both step configurations. The CFD approach has been used to investigate the effects of step modification to the flow structure. Different results are obtained for blunt or rounded edges. In the former case, a saturation effect of the r/h parameter is observed with respect to the separation extension for both BFS and FFS. In the latter case the separation extension has a monotonic reduction with the increase of r/h for both BFS and FFS cases; moreover for higher values (from r/h=0.15) the separation in the FFS is absent. The interest is on the application of CFD to glass production plants with special focus on the regenerative chamber system; in this application, the blunt edge case is representative of the furnace with new refractory bricks while the rounded edges are present in the furnace after some time of operation due to erosion effects on the refractories. The application of the edge modifications to a reference 3D model of a regenerative chamber has clearly showed that the “ideal” CAD model from design standards with sharp edges gives unrealistic flow structures inside the components due to massive flow separations induced by the sharp edge. The attention to blunt edge details must be considered for the routinely use of CFD technology to correctly support the system design and to be a reliable tool for parametric analyses and design development for new and improved configurations. The introduction of rounded edges in the 3D CFD model will allow the development of models for the prediction of performance variation due to aging.
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